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Abstract. Mexico City lies in a high altitude basin where air quality and pollutant fate is strongly influenced by local winds. The combination of high terrain with weak synoptic forcing leads to weak and variable winds with complex circulation patterns. A gap wind entering the basin in the afternoon leads to very different wind convergence lines over the city depending on the meteorological conditions. Surface and upper-air meteorological observations are analysed during the MCMA-2003 field campaign to establish the meteorological conditions and obtain an index of the strength and timing of the gap wind. A mesoscale meteorological model (MM5) is used in combination with high-resolution satellite data for the land surface parameters and soil moisture maps derived from diurnal ground temperature range. A simple method to map the lines of wind convergence both in the basin and on the regional scale is used to show the different convergence patterns according to episode types. The gap wind is found to occur on most days of the campaign and is the result of a temperature gradient across the southern basin rim which is very similar from day to day. Momentum mixing from winds aloft into the surface layer is much more variable and can determine both the strength of the flow and the pattern of the convergence zones. Northerly flows aloft lead to a weak jet with an east-west convergence line that progresses northwards in the late afternoon and early evening. Westerlies aloft lead to both stronger gap flows due to channeling and winds over the southern and western basin rim. This results in a north-south convergence line through the middle of the basin starting in the early afternoon. Improved understanding of basin meteorology will lead to better air quality forecasts for the city and better understanding of the chemical regimes in the urban atmosphere.

1 Introduction

The interaction of a low level jet with regional air flows into the Mexico City basin leads to complex convergence patterns that determine the concentration and fate of air pollutants, with strong associated health effects (Molina and Molina, 2002). The Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) lies in a dry lake bed at 2240 m altitude surrounded by high mountains on three sides. Bossert (1997) modelled the local wind circulation and showed distinct pollution venting patterns depending on the interaction of the synoptic and local winds, and in particular on the combination of the Pacific and Gulf coast sea breezes with the mountain winds. Jazcilevich et al. (2003) examine cases of convective transport of pollutants in the basin and the flushing of pollutants through the passage to the southeast.

The IMADA-AVER field campaign (Doran et al., 1998) made extensive meteorological observations in the basin and found large day-to-day variation in the wind patterns. Fast and Zhong (1998) describe in detail some of the wind patterns leading to high surface ozone concentrations, including the presence of a convergence zone that moves through the MCMA from south to north. This is due to southerly gap winds forming in a mountain pass in the southeast of the basin near Chalco. As they enter the basin, they encounter the northerly surface winds from the Mexican plateau and sweep through the city transporting air pollutants with them. Whiteman et al. (2000) analyse the heat budget in the basin to highlight the importance of an influx of cool moist air through the Chalco gap. This cooling term is larger than the solar heat flux in the afternoon and is similar to flows described by Kimura and Kuwagata (1993) (see below). Doran and Zhong (2000) analyse this gap flow in terms of the heat balance on the regional scale and across the basin rim to find that the jet strength is a function of the thermal forcing. A different episode was analysed by Jazcilevich et al. (2005) who found a north–south convergence line forming in the city in January 2001.
Stensrud (1996) reviews the climatological importance of low level jets and their impact on deep convection. While their focus is on the regional scale, they review low level jets induced by terrain effects on smaller scales. They also suggest that model simulations of low level jets may serve as a proxy for evaluating the accuracy of the simulated planetary boundary layers. Kimura and Kuwagata (1993) study in greater detail the thermal forcing in an elevated basin, leading to low pressures and a strong flow from neighbouring valleys over mountain ridges. Optimum conditions are a basin less than 100 km and mountain ranges slightly lower than the mixing height. Banta and Cotton (1981) analysed the structure of the local wind systems in a broad mountain basin and found that in addition to night-time drainage and day-time up-slope flows, there were afternoon winds due to down-mixing of momentum aloft into the boundary layer. Both of these studies are particularly relevant to the Mexico City basin as it is of the order of 100 km wide and has high mixing heights that reach into the tropospheric free flow.

A number of recent field campaigns have taken place in mountain valleys and basins. The Vertical Transport and Mixing (VTMX, Doran et al., 2002) field campaign studied the meteorological processes in Salt Lake city in October 2000. Banta et al. (2004) found that cold drainage flows from the surrounding mountains could lead to convergence in the basin and vertical motion within a cold stable atmosphere. Rife et al. (2004) looked at the performance of a range of mesoscale meteorological models for the complex local flows measured during VTMX. They found that by standard verification measures, high resolution models did not perform significantly better than the regional models. This was traced to the high fraction of spectral power in the sub-diurnal range which the models cannot simulate exactly. Nevertheless, the high resolution models did simulate the fine flow features more realistically. Accounting for the spectral power range of the observations suggests that the high resolution models do perform better. Mexico City has the potential for similar model validation issues given the weak and variable surface winds and the possibility for drainage flows to interact with urban heat island effects.

The Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP, Mayr et al., 2004) provided extensive measurements in a gap through the Alps. The aim of the study is to study the interaction of the gap flow with the flow aloft, develop local forecasting methods and improve model verification. Zängl et al. (2004) developed the MM5 model to use true horizontal diffusion. This leads to improved simulations of the progression of the Foehn down the valley and its impact on the cold air pool at Lake Constance due in part to the improved modelling of the vertical turbulent mixing. It was also used for Mexico City leading to improved surface wind simulations (de Foy et al., 2006). Liu et al. (2000) describe a different low level jet in Iran where a synoptic surface high leads to a gap wind and an outflow of cold air down valley. The forces determining the strength of the jet are analysed, as is the ability of the model to represent the flow features.

Kossmann and Fiedler (2000) analysed the diurnal momentum budget of thermally induced slope winds. The balance between the buoyancy and pressure gradient forces with the friction forces was found to determine the strength of the slope flows. These were also found to react to changes of forcing within 120 s. The formation of a mesoscale heat low was described by Kossmann et al. (2002) in an alpine lake basin. This is similar to Kimura and Kuwagata (1993) and leads to an intrusion of cold air into the basin in the late afternoon. Regmi et al. (2003) find a similar situation in Kathmandu, Nepal. Shallow surface influx of cool southwesternly air from the Indian plateau forms a stable layer beneath northwesterly valley flow. The resulting layers suppress vertical mixing and lead to high air pollution events.

The present study is focused on the meteorological episodes occurring during the MCMA-2003 field campaign (de Foy et al., 2005) which took place from 1 April to 5 May 2003. Three different wind circulation episode types are proposed for the duration of the campaign. O3-South are days when ozone is high in the south and a weak late afternoon gap flow forms in the southeast. O3-North days are when the ozone peak is in the north due to the combination of a strong gap flow and winds over the south and west edges of the basin. Cold Surge days are when cold northerlies sweep the basin atmosphere clean.

This paper seeks to build on the analysis of Doran and Zhong (2000) for the wind jets occurring during MCMA-2003, classifying the results according to the three episode types. Convergence zones suggested by Fast and Zhong (1998) are shown explicitly thereby illustrating the interaction of synoptic and local scales proposed by Bossert (1997).

After describing the observations and model used in Sect. 2, the synoptic conditions during MCMA-2003 will be reviewed in Sect. 3 and the model results will be evaluated in Sect. 4. Sections 5 and 6 will describe the low level jet and the convergence patterns. Section 7 will discuss how the circulation patterns relate to the local and synoptic forcings.

2 Observations and model description

The observations described in de Foy et al. (2005) are used, in particular the surface meteorological observation network and the radiosondes of the Mexican National Weather Service (Servicio Meteorológico Nacional, SMN) and the monitoring data from the campaign super-site at the National Centre for Environmental Research and Training (Centro Nacional de Investigación y Capacitación Ambiental, CENICA) as well as the surface ozone measurements from the Ambient Air Monitoring Network (Red Automática de Monitoreo Atmosférico, RAMA). Figure 1 shows the radiosonde and surface stations along with geographical reference points. Figure 2 shows the basin topography and the urban area along with the stations in the MCMA. All times in this paper are
stated as local time, per field campaign guidelines, which is Central Daylight savings Time (CDT=UTC−5h).

The basin circulation is simulated using the Pennsylvania State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5, Grell et al., 1995) version 3.7.2 using three nested grids with one-way nesting. The grid resolution used is 36, 12 and 3 km, with 40×50, 55×64 and 61×61 grid cells for domains 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The simulation procedure is described in detail in de Foy et al. (2006) and makes use of high resolution satellite remote sensing for initialising the land surface parameters. Nine simulations of 4 days duration were used to cover the entire field campaign, with the following two modifications. The initialisation period was increased from 18 to 42 h, yielding better results for the first simulation day.

The previous modelling study used soil moisture values from the Air Force Weather Agency’s (AFWA) Agricultural Meteorology modelling system (AGRMET). Due to an unverified moistening of the soil in the AGRMET model halfway during the campaign, the soil moisture field was averaged over the first part of the month and held constant in time during the episode. This method fails to capture the variation of the soil moisture during the field campaign. Furthermore, satellite soil moisture products were not found to be satisfactory for estimating the surface heat budget (de Foy et al., 2006).

An alternative was therefore obtained by relating the soil moisture to the diurnal range of the skin temperature measured by MODIS on the AQUA platform. 8-day average values were used for the months of March–May 2003. An empirical relationship was devised to produce fields of similar magnitudes to those from AGRMET. Soil temperature differences in the range of 15 K to 45 K were linearly mapped to soil moistures of 0.18 to 0.08 m³/m³ for the surface layer, 0.22 to 0.12 for layer 2 and 3 and 0.3 to 0.2 for layer 4 (i.e. points with the largest diurnal temperature range have the driest soils). Gaussian smoothing was applied to all the fields; one pass for layers 1 and 2, two passes for layers 3 and 4. Initial fields were interpolated in time from the 8-day estimated values, and were held constant in the MM5 simulation.

This scheme improves the simulation of the diurnal temperature range and also captures some soil moisture variation during the campaign. The eight day smoothing on the soil temperature however leads to an under estimation of the soil moisture variability. This could be an important factor in the simulation of the Cold Surge episodes which would merit further analysis.

3 Synoptic conditions

Synoptic weather charts for the 3 episode types were shown in de Foy et al. (2005). Cold Surge episodes are due to a surface high over Texas with a low pressure system aloft. O3-South episodes occur when a anti-cyclone is over Mexico and O3-North when low pressure systems move north of the MCMA forcing the sub-tropical jet southward. In order to compare all the days of the campaign with the synoptic charts, Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the 500 hPa height and temperature at radiosonde locations on the coasts and in Mexico City.
The most variability occurs at Brownsville where the high pressure for O3-South days can be clearly seen. O3-North episodes are characterised by a north–south pressure gradient which drives the westerlies aloft and Cold Surge episodes by falling pressure at most of the stations. The temperature at 500 hPa is high and rising for O3-South days, constant with a stronger north–south gradient for O3-North days and decreasing for Cold Surge days.

Daily average surface pressure and temperature are shown in Fig. 4. High surface pressures at Matamoros and Veracruz during Cold Surge episodes force cold northerly surface flows. O3-South days have minimal pressure gradients between the two coasts with increasing surface temperatures. On O3-North days the pressure on the Gulf coast tends to be lower than on the Pacific Coast.

From this, it is clear that the three Cold Surge episodes follow the pattern described by Schultz et al. (1998), with varying intensities. Both the O3-South and O3-North episodes, with the exception of the transition periods, have well defined
4 Model results

Model statistics were calculated for each simulation for the SMN weather stations in the basin. Figure 5 shows statistics diagrams described in de Foy et al. (2006) for temperature, humidity and wind speed. The bias is plotted versus the centred root mean square error (RMSEc) for each station for each simulation run. The model standard deviation is then plotted versus the observed standard deviation. All four variables plotted have the same units as the observed variable. In order to compare the different simulation runs, ellipses are drawn centred on the average of the statistics with radii calculated from the standard deviation of the results from the

Fig. 5. Statistics diagrams for temperature, water vapour mixing ratio and wind speed comparing the fine MM5 domain with the 5 SMN surface stations in the basin. Larger symbols show the model bias versus the centred root mean square error (RMSEc), which should be as small as possible. Smaller symbols show the model standard deviation versus that of the observations, which should be of similar magnitude. Statistics are calculated for each 4 day simulation period for each station. Periods are labelled by starting day (April except for 0329), and ellipses are drawn to show the average performance and the spread in agreement between the stations for each episode.

Synoptic characteristics that vary little across the different days.
individual stations. In this way, the diagram conveys both the overall accuracy of the model and the variability in model agreement at different stations. Ideally, both the bias and the RMSE are low with corresponding ellipses close to the origin. The model standard deviation should be similar to that of the observations, with corresponding ellipses along the y=x line.

Temperature biases are less than 1 K with the exception of the first Cold Surge episode. RMSE are within 2 K with the exception of the first two Cold Surge episodes. For water mixing ratio, the biases are within 1.5 g/kg and the RMSE in the range of 1 to 2 g/kg, although the first Cold Surge episode is too moist and has larger errors than the other simulations. Wind speed performance is similar for all the simulations with the exception of the second Cold Surge episode when the winds are too strong and the errors largest. Overall, this suggests that the simulation performance for the whole campaign is similar to that of the O3-South episode described in de Foy et al. (2006). The Cold Surge episodes are an exception to this however and would need further refinement. Sensitivity tests were not carried out for these episodes although candidate factors would be the cloud parameterisation and the soil moisture field. The latter can have moist spikes lasting just a few days following heavy rainfall, an effect that was disabled in the current simulations by holding the soil moisture field constant over the individual simulation periods.

Continuous time series for the field campaign were obtained by collating the results from the nine simulations. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the diurnal variation of the observed and simulated winds at CENICA by episode. For each episode, the median is shown by a bold line, the interquartile range by thin lines and the total range by dotted lines. The winds are southeasterly and below 2 m/s in the early morning turning to northerly during the day and then back to southerly in the range of 4 to 6 m/s by sunrise. This shows that the main features are well represented by the model. The main differences are in the timing and level of the afternoon wind peak. O3-South events have the correct wind speed increase in the morning, but O3-North and Cold Surge have a delayed increase into the mid-afternoon. The peak itself is well simulated for O3-North events. Both O3-South and Cold Surge have similar peaks in the model even though they are weaker in reality.

In terms of wind directions, the main feature of the observations is the afternoon wind shift which takes place around 15:00 for O3-North, around 18:00 for O3-South and around 04:00 for Cold Surge. The model simulates this although the difference between O3-North and O3-South is not as stark. In the morning there is a sharp transition from southeasterly to northwesterly whereas the observations show a more gradual turning via the east. In the afternoon there is a large variability in the Cold Surge winds with a southerly component which the observations do not show. The Cold Surge episode type contains the greatest variation of circulation patterns and in addition is the least well simulated of the three types. Nevertheless, the afternoon wind direction is better simulated at stations further from the Chalco gap in the southeast, both in the city and to the east of the basin at Chapingo. This suggests that the poor performance is due to inaccuracies in simulating the gap flow intensity.

5 Gap winds

The wind shifts observed at CENICA are part of the gap wind that passes through the Chalco passage, as described in Whiteman et al. (2000). Figure 7 shows the surface winds in the basin for selected days of the three episode types at 16:00 and 19:00, along with total cloud water predicted by the model. O3-South days such as 16 April have weaker northerly winds and a gap flow influencing the southeast of the city in the early evening. 23 April, an O3-North day, has a gap flow that is already influencing the whole eastern half of the basin by 16:00. It meets with westerly winds coming over the basin rim leading to a convergence line in the middle of the city. This is pushed further north as the afternoon progresses. On this particular day, the convergence leads to strong convection and cloud formation causing highly variable surface winds. On 9 April, a Cold Surge day, strong northerly flows are forced into the gap and are followed by a shift to westerly winds throughout the basin.

North–south cross-sections through the Chalco gap in Fig. 8 show the horizontal winds and contours of potential temperature. Vertical profiles of wind speed and direction are shown at Tenango del Aire (TEDA) in the Chalco passage, in Fig. 9 and at CENICA in Fig. 10 for 16:00 and 19:00 CDT. These are boxplots segregated by episode type using profiles from every day of the campaign. The extent of the jet heights can be clearly seen, with jet heights segregated visually as the height of the wind minimum.

On O3-South days the winds aloft are weaker. Westerlies above 6000 m give way to northerly winds below. A strong temperature gradient forms between the basin and the Cuautla valley to the south. The associated pressure difference drives a low level jet less than 1000 m thick which brings in cold air. The jet progresses gradually through the basin turning to easterly as it meets the northerly flow in the basin.

The profiles at TEDA show that for O3-South events the jet is purely southerly and quite thick at 16:00 with a wind minimum at 1500 m.a.g.l.. At 19:00, the median profile shows a decrease in heights to approximately 500 m. At CENICA, there is no effect of the gap winds at 16:00 for O3-South episodes but the winds have shifted by 19:00. The influx of southerly air leads to a layer of increased winds up to around 1500 m.

On O3-North days, the winds aloft are still from the west, but stronger and with no layer of northerlies below. The
Fig. 6. Comparison of observed and simulated diurnal variation of wind speed (left) and direction (right) at CENICA by episode type: O3-South (top), O3-North (middle), Cold Surge (bottom). Thick line indicates median values, thin lines show the 25 and 75 percentile and dotted lines show minimum and maximum data range.
potential temperature difference between the basin and the valley to the south, at 6 K, is the same as 16 April. The low level jet however is much stronger and deeper. By 16:00 it is more than 1000 m thick and extends all the way to the northern edge of the basin. By 19:00, horizontal convergence of winds leads to strong convective activity and the formation of cumulus clouds in the north of the basin.

The profiles at TEDA are similar to the O3-South events for 16:00, but the jet is markedly stronger at 19:00 with a depth of 1500 m. At CENICA, the winds have already shifted at 16:00 with maximum speeds at the surface. By 19:00 there is a well defined jet flow below 1500 m.

Cold Surge days have strong westerly winds aloft with northeasterlies entering the basin from the Gulf coast. At 16:00 the model simulates a limited low level jet which meets the moist Gulf air leading to westerly winds into the early evening. The model simulates a similar vertical structure of the gap flow at TEDA and CENI as for O3-North episodes.
By 19:00, the situation has changed markedly however with westerly winds in the surface layer. There is a jet pattern in the vertical profile of velocity at CENICA, but none at TEDA.

6 Wind convergence

6.1 Convergence patterns from model simulations

Convergence zones form in the basin at the interface between southerly gap winds and northerly plateau flows. On the regional scale, convergence zones are also formed due to the opposite flows from the sea breezes of the Pacific Ocean and of the Gulf of Mexico. These can be diagnosed by looking...
level. With mixing heights ranging from 1000 m to 4000 m, this level corresponds to a height where vertical velocities due to local convergence are well established.

Figures 11 to 13 show such plots for the medium and fine domains for the three episode types, with convergence zones for a whole day coloured by time of day. O3-South days have weak synoptic forcing and a much clearer signature of terrain induced flow. On the regional scale, convergence lines are formed from the meeting of the sea breezes from the Pacific and the Gulf. These are relatively stationary moving southwest only slightly during the afternoon. The combination of terrain blocking from the east-west range of volcanoes forming the south of the basin and the flat Mexican plateau to the north of the basin leads to an advance of the convergence line which now passes through the MCMA. On the basin scale, the low level jet coming from the Chalco passage forms a very clear signature, starting at 15:00 and sweeping through the whole city by 22:00. Similar jets can be seen through Toluca to the west and past Puebla on the east, due to the same terrain elevation differential between the plateaus to the north and the low-lying Cuautla valley to the south.

On O3-North days, the regional convergence line is now at the edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental, due to the strength of the westerlies. In the basin, the low level jet is much stronger and leads to an early convergence zone that runs north–south through the centre of the city. On 23 April, the meeting point of the gap flow and the winds coming over the basin rim exhibits some meandering in the northwest of the basin. In addition, later afternoon convection can be seen as east-west lines across the basin. Cloud formation in the model can be seen in Fig. 7 along the convergence lines. For 24 April however there were no clouds and the convergence line is quite stationary. Three air masses can be seen pushing into the basin: the gap flow from Chalco, the westerlies over the Toluca pass to the west and the flow over the Ajusco mountain to the south.

For 8 April, strong cold northerly winds from the Gulf lead to up-slope flows on the edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental. The winds then continue over the Mexican plateau and highlands meeting in a convergence zone nearer to the Pacific coast. In the basin, the situation is complicated with strong convective activity in the basin and slope flows on the basin edge. On 9 April, drier conditions lead to reduced convection compared with 8 April and a clearer convergence zone along the southwest of the country. In the basin, we now see the convergence lines due to the low level jet radiating from the Chalco passage. There is still substantial cloudiness over the MCMA however as can be seen in both Figs. 7 and 13. These are limited in both time and space however, with late afternoon convergence above the mountains.

6.2 Verification with surface ozone and cloud imagery

Verification of the convergence lines is difficult to achieve by comparisons with instantaneous observed winds. Their
Fig. 11. Convergence lines for O3-South, 15 and 16 April for the medium and fine domain. Each convergence line is coloured by time of day per the colourbar. Surface RAMA ozone concentrations in the basin are shown going from blue to red (highest). GOES cloud imagery for an area similar to the medium domain courtesy of GOES Biomass Burning Monitoring Team, UW-Madison, Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS).

Fig. 12. Convergence lines, ozone and cloud imagery for O3-North, 23 and 24 April, see Fig. 11.

impact on the basin circulation can be seen however by looking at the transport of pollutants and water vapour. The maximum daily ozone measured by RAMA in the MCMA along with a GOES visible image taken in the afternoon are shown alongside the convergence patterns in Figs. 11 to 13.

O3-South days have high ozone peaks in the southwest, as would be predicted from the convergence patterns. In particular, ozone is higher on 16 April than on 15 April due to the delayed gap flow. The Goes image shows very clearly the low level clouds on the Gulf coast plains due to the sea breeze. Scattered cloud formation is limited to the high volcanoes due to the dry prevailing conditions.

On O3-North days the ozone peak is in the northwest of the city, due to the gap flow pushing all the pollutants back through the basin to the northwest. The peaks are equivalent for 23 and 24 April, but on the 23 the spatial extent is larger and on the 24 the peak is further to the east. This is in accordance with the convergence lines that are meandering over the northwest on the first day, and oriented towards the northeast with stronger westerlies flushing the basin on the
second day. There is much less cloudiness on the plains from gulf breezes, but there is convection on the edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental, as suggested by the convergence lines that are very sharply located over the ridge. Afternoon convection in the basin can be clearly see on 23 April, whereas 24 April has clear skies.

Cold Surge days have low ozone levels with maxima in the south of the basin, confirming wind transport to the south. On 8 April, ozone peaks are in the southwest in accordance with early afternoon convergence resulting from northerly flow meeting the Ajusco mountain. On 9 April, the peak is to the southeast which is where a small gap flow is forming owing to the clearer sky conditions on this day. Cloud transport to the eastern flanks of the Sierra Madre Oriental shows the northerly flows, followed by strong convection over the Mexican plateau and above the basin once the winds pass over the mountain edge.

### 7 Discussion

The Froude number determines the impact of complex terrain on wind circulation. The Brunt-Väisälä frequency was calculated from model output and found to be in the range of 0.005 to 0.015 s⁻¹ over the basin. Taking a mean free velocity of 10 m/s as representative of the conditions near the mountain tops, and distances of 1000 and 1500 m as representative of the mountain ridge heights above basin level on the eastern and western side yielded Froude numbers in the range of 2.8 to 12.5, see Table 1. Because these are always greater than one, the wind flow can be expected to be over the mountain tops with limited mountain waves. The primary effect of the mountains is therefore due more to the generation of up-slope and drainage flows rather than to the disruption of the mean tropospheric flow.

During the IMADA campaign, the jet forming in the Chalco passage was directly measured by a wind profiler. Radiosonde profiles of temperature and humidity were made at 4 locations in the basin and one on the southern basin rim at several times during the day. A low level jet was defined as taking place when winds in the bottom 337 m were above 6 m/s with a 4 m/s reduction below 1000 m a.g.l.. Jets were observed on 20 of the 29 study days and further split into 3 categories based on strength.

The jet strength was then shown to correlate with two different temperature differentials across the basin. The first was the average temperature difference in the range of 2800 to 3200 m a.s.l. between the Tres Marias site on the southern basin rim and the average of 3 radiosondes in the basin at 13:30 CST. The second was the average difference in temperature in the range of 2250 to 3150 m a.s.l. between the Mexico City and Acapulco radiosondes at 18:00 CST. Based
During MCMA-2003, there were no direct observations of the wind profiles in the Chalco passage and no radiosonde observations from which to get a thermal balance across the basin rim. A wind flow indicator would therefore need to be based on routine surface observations in the basin. Because convergence zones were simulated on most days of the campaign, an indicator was sought that would represent the influx of southerly flow into the basin for all days of MCMA-2003.

A simple metric was devised based on the southerly component of velocity in the basin above a threshold of 1 m/s. The excess velocity above the threshold was summed between 12:00 and 24:00 and divided by an average estimated influx time length of 6 hours. The average was then taken over the 5 SMN stations in the basin: GSMN, PIME, ENCB, AERO, TEZO. This yields a number that can be roughly interpreted as an excess southerly flow sweeping through the basin and will be referred to as “influx strength”. The average time of the southerly flow was obtained by averaging the time of day weighted by the influx strength for every hour at each station, yielding an “influx time”. It should be noted that Doran and Zhong (2000) ensured that their analysis covered lower level jets through the Chalco passage specifically. The influx indicators are not able to narrow down the analysis in this way and are, of necessity, a broader measure of air movements in the basin. They are nonetheless of direct relevance to air quality studies. The threshold velocity was selected based on the minimum wind speed in the basin, so that the influx strength would represent an excess velocity. Sensitivity analysis showed that the results were not sensitive either to the particular choice of threshold speed or to the selection of stations used in the average.

Figure 14 shows the influx strength versus the influx time for the observations and for the model simulations for each day of the campaign. The three episode types are clearly segregated into three separate categories. Weak and early southerly flows for Cold Surge days, weak and later flows for O3-South days and strong flows peaking around 18:00 for O3-North. The model reproduced this pattern although the O3-North days tend to be weaker and the O3-South and Cold Surge days too strong. Individual timing of the southerly flow can be off by up to 3 h or more, but overall the simulations are within 1 to 2 h of the observations.

A temperature gradient exists between the Mexico City basin and the Cuautla valley to the south. Doran and Zhong (2000) had radiosonde observations of the difference between the basin floor and the southern rim, and found it to vary from −3 to 4 K. In the present study, the average temperature difference was calculated between CENICA, which is near the geographic centre of the basin, and Cuautla just to the south of the Chalco passage for the vertical interval from 2250 to 3250 m a.s.l.) at 15:00, as shown in Fig. 15. The simulated values were around 5±1 K and showed less variation than the observations during the IMADA campaign.

This temperature differential can be explained from the fact that the Mexico City basin has surface wind speeds below 1 m/s during the early morning leading to very stagnant air masses. Because the basin is at low latitude and high altitude, solar heating is intense and develops rapidly after sunrise, leading to a rapid growth of the boundary layer. The valley to the south of the basin, at an elevation of 1000 m a.s.l., is 1200 m below the basin level. The first effect of this is that in the bottom 2000 m layer of the atmosphere there are roughly 1400 kg/m² of air at CENICA but 1720 kg/m² at
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Cuautla. For equivalent surface heating, this leads to an average diurnal temperature variation at CENICA of 5 K and at Cuautla of 3.5 K. Because this leads to lower mixing heights at Cuautla, the temperature at equivalent heights is higher at CENICA, leading to temperature gradients between CENICA and Cuautla in the 2250 to 3250 m a.s.l. range of around 5 K.

The other temperature differential used by Doran and Zhong (2000) was between the GSMN and Acapulco soundings at 19:00. This later sounding was not available during MCMA-2003. Analysing previous soundings shows however that there is little difference in temperature at that height range between the 07:00 and 19:00 soundings. Furthermore, there is little difference between the Acapulco and Mexico City soundings for this same height range at 07:00. The temperature difference between GSMN and Acapulco at 19:00 is therefore a proxy for the heating in the Mexico City basin during the day. Figure 15a plots the influx strength versus the temperature change in the bottom 1000 m layer above ground level at GSMN between the 07:00 and 19:00 soundings. Substantial heating takes place near all of the days. There is a clear difference between the Cold Surge days with small temperature differences and the O3-South days with larger differences. Overall however there is no clear pattern between the influx strength and the temperature difference.

Figure 15b plots the model simulated temperature difference between CENICA and Cuautla versus the influx strength. Table 2 shows the parameters for a linear fit to the data by episode. For O3-South episodes there is a slight positive correlation of temperature gradient and influx strength with an $r^2$ of 0.16, but 95% confidence interval so large as to be meaningless. For O3-North days there is no correlation at all.

Because the temperature differentials in the model do not vary very much, it was hypothesised that the wind direction aloft would influence the influx strength. Banta and Cotton (1981) describe the influence of this on basin winds in South Park, Colorado. The mixing layer causes momentum exchange between the synoptic flow and the surface layer leading to “afternoon westerlies” in the basin. The influx strength was therefore plotted versus average wind direction at the top of the boundary layer (4250 to 6250 m a.s.l.) for the 07:00 sounding, as shown in Fig. 16. For the 4 cases where the 07:00 sounding was missing, data was taken from the 13:00 or 19:00 sounding depending on availability. An alternative to the wind direction would have been to use the

---

**Table 2.** Least squares fit ($y=m \times x + c$) for correlation of influx strength with temperature gradient across the basin rim and wind direction aloft by episode type, with 95% confidence bound on $m$ and correlation coefficient of the fit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ vs. Influx Strength</th>
<th>$WD$ vs. Influx Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3-South</td>
<td>O3-North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$0.23$</td>
<td>$-0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$95%$ bounds on $m$</td>
<td>$-0.4, 0.8$</td>
<td>$-0.5, 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$5.1$</td>
<td>$5.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>$0.16$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 15. Temperature differences in the bottom 1000 m versus influx strength. (a) Temperature difference at GSMN between 19:00 and 07:00 measured by radiosonde. (b) Model temperature differences between CENICA and Cuautla, to the south of the gap at 15:00. Lines of best fit from Table 2 shown.
meridional wind velocity. This gave very similar results although the scatter was larger, possibly because the wind direction includes some measure of the influence of the zonal flow.

For O3-South days, this shows a clear negative correlation with northerly winds aloft causing weaker influx and westerlies causing stronger sweeping flows through the basin. The $r^2$ is now 0.84 with 95% confidence bounds both suggesting a negative correlation. For O3-North days there is little variation in the wind direction and a slight negative correlation with an $r^2$ of 0.05. This suggests that the winds aloft and the location of the regional convergence zone will have a predictable impact on the balance between the different flows into the Mexico City basin for certain episodes.

On O3-South days, the regional convergence line passes through the basin starting on the east side and moves to the west side in the afternoon. This leads to air masses from the Mexican plateau entering the basin in the morning giving way to Gulf air as the convergence line moves west. The weak westerlies aloft give way to an intermediate layer of northerly flow. As the basin air heats up relative to surrounding air masses, the gap flow from the Cuahtla valley enters the basin pushing back the northerlies, with the location of the convergence line between the two determined by the balance between the momentum down-mixing and the thermally-induced pressure low.

On O3-North days, the regional convergence is to the east of the basin on the edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental. This leads to stronger westerlies aloft and surface northerlies from the Mexican plateau in the morning. In the afternoon, the gap flow coming from the southeast meets with air masses that are pushed over the southern and western edges of the basin rim by the westerlies aloft. There is still a thermal gradient across the basin rim for this episode type, but the gap flow is now strongly influenced by wind channelling through the passes and over the basin rims. The combination of these winds lead to sweeping flows through the basin that flush out the air to the northeast.

Cold Surge days are characterised by high surface pressures to the north and strong westerlies aloft. This leads to strong, cold, surface northerlies which are held back early in the day behind the Sierra Madre Oriental and then move through the Mexican plateau leading to regional convergence lines southwest of the basin. In the basin, the northerlies sweep through the MCMA and move south into the Chalco gap. Despite the cold temperatures and increased cloudiness, a weak afternoon low level jet still develops on most days. It does not progress through the basin however, turning west instead at east-west convergence lines. Convection develops along these lines with associated afternoon rainfall.

Fig. 16. Wind direction at GSMN at 07:00 averaged between 4250 and 6250 m above sea level versus influx strength. Lines of best fit from Table 2 shown.

8 Conclusions

Wind circulation in the Mexico City basin is characterised by a gap wind coming through the mountain pass in the southeast and extending into the basin. This takes place nearly every day, with varying strength and depth. Doran and Zhong (2000) focussed on distinct low level jets and found them to correlate with the thermal imbalance between the hot air in the basin and the cooler air in the low-lying valley to the south. During the MCMA-2003, this did not vary much from day to day and was found to be a poor predictor of the sweeping flows through the basin and the location of the convergence zone. Wind direction aloft was shown to be a better predictor of the influx strength for O3-South days due to the importance of momentum down-mixing in balancing the thermal gradients. However, both temperature gradients and wind directions are very similar for all O3-North days and are therefore not able to account for the influx strength which in these cases results from the combination of the momentum and thermal forces. Identifying determining factors of the strength and timing of the flows will require further analysis of the synoptic conditions and vertical mixing in the basin.

MM5 simulations were carried out for the whole campaign using high resolution satellite remote sensing of the land surface. Soil moisture fields were derived from the diurnal range of the ground temperature, leading to a spatially and temporally varying field. Statistically, the model simulations were found to have low biases in surface temperature, humidity and wind speeds and errors in accordance with the episode discussed in de Foy et al. (2006).
Wind convergence patterns over Mexico can be clearly identified by plotting the vertical velocity above a given threshold near the top of the surface layer. Combining these for every hour of the afternoon into a single map shows the development of the convergence zones. The Mexico City basin circulation was shown to depend on the interaction of two convergence zones: those resulting from the sea breezes from the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, and those formed from the interaction of gap winds with northerly daytime flows in the basin. The resulting basin convergence patterns fit into the three episode types proposed in de Foy et al. (2005). O3-South days have a convergence lines radiating northwards from the Chalco gap, moving through the basin in the late afternoon and early evening. O3-North days have north-south convergence lines through the middle of the MCMA due to the meeting of the gap flow with surface westerlies over the southern and western edges of the basin. Cold Surge days have east-west convergence line across the basin leading to cumulus convection and rainfall.

Verification of the convergence patterns was made possible by analysing surface ozone patterns in the basin and cloud formation observed by satellite. The spatial distribution of surface ozone can be clearly linked to the location of the afternoon convergence lines. Cloud patterns act as clear indicators of sea-breeze fronts and moist air movements over the mountains as well as convection lines in the basin. These were shown to correspond to the model simulated convergence lines on both the regional and local scale. An improved understanding of the transport processes in the Mexico City basin will improve air quality forecasts in the MCMA and facilitate the evaluation of the regional impact of the MCMA plume. The increased understanding of the chemical regimes of the urban atmosphere will improve the evaluation of pollution control policies and the mitigation of health effects suffered by the people of the MCMA.
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